Facilitators:
- Elaine Hardy, PINES
  ehardy@georgialibraries.org
- Jennifer Weston, Equinox
  jennifer.weston@equinoxOLI.org

AGENDA

I. Welcome

II. Cataloging Working Group Resources
   ● CWG Wiki
   ● Request for sharing Best Practices
     If you have Best Practices for your library you are willing to share, please send
     them via email to the Cataloging List or email Jennifer Weston.

III. Evergreen Progress - New Releases / Celebrations
   ● Tabular Release Notes
   ● 3.6 released Oct 2020 (3.6.3 - released in April 2021)
   ● 3.7 released Apr 2021

   Celebrations of new functionality:
   ● Ability to import item barcodes as a csv
   ● Return to old display of the holdings view -- much clearer for systems/branches
   ● Fixed display/utility of Electronic Resources for searching

IV. Launchpad Bug Highlights
   ○ MARC Coded Value Maps Filter Missing (#1843970)
     Note: If you know the ctype, you can filter the coded value maps in the URL:
     YOUR-HOSTNAME/eg2/en-US/staff/admin/server/config/coded_value_map?gridFilters=
     {"ctype":"lit_form"}
   ○ Angular: Search display no longer includes call number (#1910808)
MARC Edit - color contract has disappeared (#1925090)

Patron View weirdness in 3.7 with the TPAC instead of Bootstrap (#1928732)

Search Template issue (#1923500)

Angular staff catalog search results no longer displays holdings count for preferred library (#1913807)

V. Wishlist

- New Launchpad Bugs
  - Separate Permission for Editing Barcodes (#1929593)

- New Wishlist Items -- may need Launchpad Bugs
  - Display of the holdings view is not separated by pages currently which can lead to lots of scrolling; would like paginated view
  - Only five authors show in the personal author field facet, on the left hand side of the screen. Is there any way to expand this? This is in the staff catalog. -- Paging might influence what is displayed; may display a different list of five depending on results shown; investigate & report (this may be true of all facets)
  - Save and Exit button is on the bottom of Holdings (could this be located at top of bottom or at the very least, have a navigation to return to top/end?)
  - Used to be able to search without a search term by just using filters
  - Would like the Search Templates to display the last used
  - We'd like to see the ability to add magazines to a carousel-- need to test and discuss specifications -- check creating a manual carousel for these; what about shelving location?
  - Would like to access print templates without going through the record.
  - Would like to be able to access print spine/pocket labels from cataloging menu

VI. General Discussion

- Searches for titles in 246 field fail if search is entered with initial article (see Janet’s email to listserv on 5/7); would it be possible to have a stop list for this kind of scenario? Need examples to make sure things are not unintentionally excluded

- Where do you get cover art?
There is a dev project for cover art loading as part of editing the record.

Example of "Cover image" for ukelele
https://reading.noblenet.org/eg/opac/record/4111929

- Would like searches for subjects, etc.. to dip into authorities and check the see and see also fields. Sometimes the authorized heading obscures certain common alternatives.
  - This does work in Browse Search
  - Future development for “Did You Mean?” functionality could pull in authority records see-also

- Alternative Local Authority Records
  - Future session to share what libraries are doing
  - Ways to implement alternative terms for “illegal aliens”
  - Replace with “undocumented immigrants”
  - How to handle new incoming records
  - Vendor adjustments

- **Blocker Bug!** Upcoming bug on indexing and not being able to add new bib records in 3.7 if you have “Did You Mean?” turned on
  - Jennifer Pringle will post to catalogers list when bug is submitted.

- Look at ways to collect & share bugs for new releases on CWG wiki.

VII. **Next Cataloging Working Group Meeting**

**June 8, 2021 at 2:00pm Eastern**